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In their comment, M. L. Rohling et al. (2011) accused us of offering a “misleading” review of response bias. In fact, the additional findings they provided on this topic are relevant only to bias assessment in 1 of the domains we discussed, neuropsychological assessment. Furthermore, we contend that, even in that 1 domain, the additional findings they described do not merit revision of our conclusion that the data are insufficient for evaluating the status of bias indicators. We remain hopeful that our review will spur researchers to publish additional tests of the validity of bias indicators in real-world settings and reduce the reliance on analogue studies as an evidence base for their use.
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Important decisions affecting people’s lives—decisions with significant personal, financial, and legal implications—are regularly being made based on people’s performance on response bias indicators. We believe that instruments used by psychologists for such purposes must meet stringent standards, and the purpose of our review (McGrath, Mitchell, Kim, & Hough, 2010) was to evaluate bias indicators on the basis of such standards. Rohling et al. (2011) claimed that our results were “misleading.” Even after reviewing the additional research they provided, however, we believe that our primary conclusion—namely, that “sufficient justification for the use of bias indicators in applied settings remains elusive” (p. 450)—still stands.

Rohling et al. (2011) accused us of overgeneralizing but demonstrated overgeneralization themselves when they stated the following in their abstract: “We assert that the relevant and voluminous literature has addressed the issues of response bias substantiates validity of these indicators” (p. 708). In the text they were somewhat more circumspect. They instead claimed that our conclusion about the ineffectiveness of response bias indicators of positive impression management in organizational settings is probably correct, although they disparaged this finding (and the field of organizational assessment) by referring to it as a “small sample of the psychological assessment world” (p. 709). In fact, hundreds of thousands of people are tested each year in organizational settings for purposes of personnel selection, placement, and promotion. Despite their claim of effectiveness for bias indicators in most settings, Rohling et al. provided no additional evidence that our conclusions are inaccurate except in the context of neuropsychological assessment of negative impression management.1

Evidence on Neuropsychological Assessment

The specific focus of Rohling et al.’s (2011) comment is the true status of the response bias hypothesis in the context of neuropsychological assessment. We appreciate their drawing our attention to additional references relevant to the topic. We indicated in our review that it was extremely difficult for us to identify appropriate studies, and we relied heavily on abstracts as a basis for deciding which studies to examine in detail. At no point did we claim that the evidence we cited was sufficient to conclude response bias indicators were ineffective in the context of neuropsychological assessment, only that the evidence we were able to identify was insufficient for a conclusion either way.

Rohling et al. (2011) indicated that the two studies cited in our review on this topic (Bowden, Shores, & Mathias, 2006; Rohling & Demakis, 2010) were suboptimal on two grounds. First, both studies used the “criterion” variable (in the sense of an objective indicator of level of severity) as one of the regression predictors while the regression criterion was the substantive scale, a reversal that we pointed to in note a of our Table 4. We agree that this is a reversal of the correct approach to testing the response bias hypothesis. Nonetheless, although the moderator term of variables

1 Although they referred to their findings as applying to “the context of forensic and disability evaluation” (p. 709) and later implied that their findings apply to the context of pain evaluation when discussing Libon (2010), Rohling et al. (2011) provided no evidence concerning any aspect of disability or forensic evaluation except neuropsychological impairment.
A and B for predicting variable C will not exactly equal the moderator term when A and C are used to predict B, if one moderator effect is small then the other should be small as well. We assert that the failure to find a significant interaction in these eight tests is still evidence against the response bias hypothesis, albeit indirect evidence.

Second, Rohling et al. (2011) indicated that a moderator effect should not be expected in the case of neuropsychological response bias. However, if their argument is correct, bias indicators should cause a suppression effect. Because none of the studies we or Rohling et al. identified have ever examined the suppression effect in neuropsychological assessment, we contend that our original conclusion of insufficient evidence to justify the use of bias indicators remains correct.2 Furthermore, the analyses introduced by Rohling et al. examine differences in the strength of the association between the substantive scale and criterion as moderated by a bias indicator. It seems questionable to criticize moderator effects when they contradict one’s position but use them as evidence when they support that position.3

Of the five additional studies, one (Gervais, Ben-Porath, Wygant, & Green, 2008) does not meet conditions for our review. We were interested in studies that used a substantive scale and a criterion that was impervious to response bias. The study by Gervais et al. instead involved two substantive scales, a measure of memory complaints and a verbal memory performance task. In the time we had available for this reply we were able to locate only three of the other four studies Rohling et al. (2011) cited (Green, Rohling, Iverson, & Gervais, 2003; Green, Rohling, Lees-Haley, & Allen, 2001; Greiffenstein & Baker, 2003).4 These studies reported eight relevant analyses, of which seven were in the direction supportive of the response bias hypothesis. Combining all the results available to us so far, we found 7 of 16 analyses were supportive of the response bias hypothesis.

Even with these additional studies, we continue to assert that the evidence remains insufficient to draw a firm conclusion. There is still not enough information to justify the computation of aggregate effect size estimates, for example. We also note that four of the five studies introduced by Rohling et al. (2011) involved overlapping research teams. Compared to those for normal personality and work-setting assessment, the number of analyses remains small, and more diverse sources of data are needed to protect against allegiance effects (Blair, Marcus, & Boccaccini, 2008).

Final Points

There were several other misrepresentations in the Rohling et al. (2011) comment that merit clarification. We object to their reference to a “confirmatory bias” in our review, as it implies our goal was to undermine response bias measures. A close reading of our article does not support that implication. We indicated that we consider the detection of response bias an essential activity; we asserted by suggesting that multiple independent sources of evidence for biased responding may be a more effective approach to detecting bias than single measures (although this topic is also under researched). However, we stand by our original conclusion, that our review “raises concerns about the validity of bias indicators in those settings where sufficient research exists to draw a conclusion and the justification for their use in those settings where the research is insufficient” (McGrath et al., 2010, p. 465).

Rohling et al. (2011) also claimed that we attempted to “subvert” the scientific review process by thanking those individuals who provided us with materials. Someone reading the list of individuals we thanked would surely have also read the next sentence indicating that those we thanked did not necessarily agree with the conclusions of our study. The note expressed our gratitude for help with a very complex study and nothing more.

For far too long, the justification for using response bias measures has depended too heavily on analogue research. The ease of conducting such studies makes them attractive, but it is an insufficient standard when one considers the potential consequences of false positives. Although Rohling et al. (2011) have contributed to the issue by bringing additional studies to light, the need remains for additional research that justifies the use of bias indicators in real-world applications.

2 The term suppression is sometimes used in the neuropsychological literature to refer to the proposition that poor effort reduces scores on substantive scales. We want to be clear that we are talking about suppression in the statistical sense described in McGrath et al. (2010).

3 Rohling et al. (2011) used the term interaction rather than moderation, so we considered the possibility they meant that moderation effects could exist but interaction effects as a specific method of testing for moderation would be nonsignificant. Because our review was not restricted to interaction effects, we assume that they are discussing moderation effects in general.

4 We decided against including the results from the missing article, Green (2007), in our conclusions as they were reported by Rohling et al. (2011), because we disagreed with their characterization of three of the articles we located. As noted, we would not have included Gervais et al. (2008), Rohling et al. (2011) described two analyses from the Greiffenstein and Baker (2003) reference, but there were actually four analyses relevant to the response bias hypothesis, one of which contradicted the hypothesis. Although Green et al. (2003) described four criteria, they provided information about putative fakers only for three.
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